LESSON 1.3

Use Theorems
About Angles
Common Core State Standards
G-CO.9 Prove theorems about lines and angles.
Mathematical Practices 1, 2, 4

CAREER SPOTLIGHT: Carpenter
Carpenters use science and math with a focus on constructing, repairing, and installing building
frameworks and structures made from wood and other materials. Carpenters use measurements
and angles to make sure that components of a structure fit together correctly to ensure a
sturdy structure.
• Discuss carpentry with students by reading the Career Spotlight together.
• Find local colleges and vocational technical schools with carpentry programs to share
with students.
• Research local companies that employ carpenters and ask what they do for the companies.

Video: Carpenter
Have students watch this video, which describes the types of projects a carpenter might
work on.

Photo credit: pikselstock/Shutterstock.com

Lesson Objective
In this lesson, you will look at how a carpenter applies theorems about angles to carpentry
tasks such as framing buildings and building furniture.
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Teaching Support
1

Step Into the Career: Linear Pair Theorem

A carpenter is building coffee tables with crossed legs and decorative trim. One version is
shown. What is the angle measure that the carpenter should cut the bottom angle of the trim,
∠T, so that it fits with no gaps?
Table
Trim

Trim

∠T
115°
∠T

Guiding Questions
• In Step 3, why can the Linear Pair Theorem be applied to this situation?
• In Step 4, can the trim be cut with other angle measures so that it fits with no gaps?
EXTENSION Suppose the trim was not cut to the correct angle.
As a result, there is a V-shaped gap at the bottom, as shown. Is
the angle used for the trim smaller or larger than the angle that
fit with no gaps? Explain. (Answer: larger; Possible explanation: If
you draw a line across the top, you have two isosceles triangles.
The base angles of the incorrect trim are smaller than what the
base angles of the trim should be, so the vertex angle of the
incorrect trim is larger.)

Trim
T

On the Job: Apply The Linear Pair Theorem
Answers
1a. no
Photo credit: paitoon/Shutterstock.com

1b. 54°
Use these questions to check students’ understanding.
• In 1a, how did you check whether the 57° trim would fit with no gaps?
• In 1b, how did you determine what angle the trim should be cut to?
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2

Step Into the Career: The Vertical Angles Theorem

A carpenter is building a shelving unit with additional support on each side provided by two
boards that are connected with edge cross lap joints, as shown.
What is the measure of ∠T that the carpenter should cut the notch in the board?

∠T
46°

In edge cross lap joints, matching notches are cut in
the two boards so that they fit together snugly.
As students may not familiar with edge cross lap joints, direct them to the diagram showing how the matching
notches are joined.

Guiding Questions
• In Step 3, why can the Vertical Angles Theorem be applied in this situation?
• In Step 4, could there be other angles that would work for the notches in the two boards to
fit together?
DIFFERENTIATION: ENRICHMENT Edge cross lap joints are useful in some situations,
such as where you want two intersecting boards to be flush to another surface, but both
boards are weakened by being cut halfway through. Ask students when edge cross lap
joints might be a better option and when they might not be a good option. (Possible answer:

Photo credit: paitoon/Shutterstock.com

Cross lap joints might be sturdier without needing additional reinforcement but might require greater precision to
make and cost more. They might be better for smaller jobs such as cabinets and bookcases.)
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On the Job: Apply The Vertical Angles Theorem
Answers
2a. no
2b. 58°
2c. The apprentice used the measure of the complement of the given angle.
Use these questions to check students’ understanding.
• In 2a, how did you check whether the 32° would work for the box?
• In 2b, how did you determine the correct angle for the notch?
• In 2c, what is the relationship between a 58° angle and a 32° angle?
3

Step Into the Career: Congruent Complements Theorem

A carpenter is framing the roof of a house where the pitch
of the roof is 37°, as shown. What angle measure should
be used for ∠A?

∠A
37°
53°
37°

Students may not be familiar with the pitch of a roof, which is a measure of the steepness of the roof. The pitch of
a roof can be given as an angle from the horizontal, as done here, or as a ratio of the vertical rise of the roof to the
horizontal distance spanned. Here, an angle of 37° corresponds to a ratio that is about 9 : 12, which means that the
roof would rise 9 feet for every 12 feet of horizontal distance.

Guiding Questions
• In Step 1, how can a relationship between the 37° angle and the 53° angle be determined?
• In Step 2, what information shows the relationship between the 37° angle and ∠A?
DIFFERENTIATION: ENRICHMENT Different pitches of roofs are used in different
circumstances depending on many factors, including the type of building (commercial
buildings often have roofs that are less steep) and the environment (roofs that colder
places are often steeper so that snow does not build up). Ask students to think of other
factors that could affect the desired pitch of a roof. (Possible answer: other environmental factors
such as rain, wind, and surrounding foliage, type of roofing materials, cost of materials)
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On the Job: Apply The Congruent Supplements Theorem
Answers
3a. They are supplementary angles.
3b. They are supplementary angles.
3c. 54°
Use these questions to check students’ understanding.
• In 3a, how did you determine the relationship between the angles? Is there more than one
way to do this?
• In 3b, how did you determine the relationship between the angles? Is there more than one
way to do this?

Career Spotlight: Practice
Solution Steps for Exercises 4–6
These steps will help guide students in solving these practice exercises.
Exercise 4
Answer
4. 12°
Solution Steps
• Determine that ∠J and the 168° angle form a linear pair.
• Write an equation based on the relationship between the 168° angle and ∠J.
(168° + m∠J = 180°)
• Solve the equation to find m∠J. (12°)
Exercise 5
Answer
5. 120°
Devise a Plan
Possible plan:
Step 1: Determine the relationship between the 120° angle and ∠R.
Step 2: Use the relationship between the 120° angle and ∠R to state a relationship between
the angle measures.
Step 3: Find m∠R.
Solution Steps
• The 120° angle and ∠R are vertical angles.
• Vertical angles are congruent.
• Congruent angles have the same measure.
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Exercise 6
Answers
6a. The angles are supplementary angles.
6b. The angles are supplementary angles.
6c. Both the 139° angle and ∠T are supplementary angles to a 41° angle. By the Congruent
Supplements Theorem, they are congruent.
6d. 139°
Solution Steps
• The angle labeled 139° and the angle labeled 41° on the left are supplementary angles.
• The angle labeled 41° and ∠T on the right are supplementary angles.
• Angles that are supplementary to the same angle are congruent.
• ∠T is congruent to the 139° angle.

Career Spotlight: Check
Tips for Completing Exercises 7–11
These tips will help students in solving these exercises and similar assessment items.
Exercise 7
Answer
7. b. complementary angles, b. complementary angles, b. 64°
Tip Encourage students to check their answers for reasonableness by reading the entire
problem after they have chosen their answers. For example, since the sum of the measures of
complementary angles is 90°, the number selected for the third blank cannot be greater than 90°.
Exercise 8
Answer
8. D
Tip Encourage students to examine the answer choices after reading the problem to
eliminate choices that can easily be identified as incorrect. For example, the measures of both
complementary angles must be less than 90°, so choice B can be eliminated.
Exercise 9
Answer
9. c, e
Tip Encourage students to determine and find the information that is needed to select the
true statements. For example, students should determine the relationship between the angle
labeled 78° and ∠D in order to select the correct value for m∠D.
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Exercise 10
Answer
10. a, b, g
Tip Encourage students to determine and find the information that is needed to select the
true statements. For example, students should determine the relationship between the angle
labeled 68° and ∠U in order to select the correct value for m∠U.
Exercise 11
Answer
11. ∠1: 34°, ∠2: 112°, ∠3: 112°, ∠4: 68°
Tip Remind students that every angle measure will not necessarily match with an angle and
an angle measure could match with more than one angle. Encourage students to list the
relationships between the angles before determining the angle measures.
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Notes
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